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Welcome to your EU Cleantech Briefing
2021 annual edition

Clean technologies hold the key to reaching our climate goals. This documents helps you track 
the progress of the cleantech scale-up in the EU, and relevant climate policy developments.

“Fit for 55 is the opportunity 
to create a green demand 
shock. Scaling EU clean 
technologies is fundamental 
for the EU to lead the race to 
net zero.” 

Diederik Samsom, Head of EVP Frans 
Timmermans’ Cabinet, European Commission

Not subscribed yet? 

Sign up to receive these 
Briefings in your inbox every 

quarter, for free

Sign me up

Increased demand for, and large-scale deployments of demonstrated clean technologies throughout the region. 
Corporate off-takers’ leadership can help drive down the green premium. This would be helped by an effective 
price on carbon.

An EU policy framework that accelerates innovation: as it stands, the rules are written for large incumbents, not 
the next generation of industrial leaders. The latest sign is the inclusion of gas in the EU Taxonomy, which will 
reduce the capital flows allocated to technologies replacing gas. Harmonising EU markets is also crucial.

Renewed focus on sustainable finance: the EU must develop the right funding tools and ecosystem to scale 
innovation and help institutional investors participate, to make up for insufficient public equity markets.

We hope this Briefing provides the information you need to assess the progress of EU cleantech and take up new 
climate challenges in 2022. You can count on Cleantech for Europe to relay more and more voices of innovation 
this year, and push for ambitious policy to secure the EU’s future climate and industrial leadership.

Jules Besnainou

Director, Cleantech for Europe

2021 was an all-round record year for EU cleantech. With €11 billion of venture capital 
invested in start- and scale-ups developing climate solutions, the EU is now rivalling China 
for investment amounts and has all but erased its scale-up capital gap.

EU clean technology developers are now actively sought by large corporates looking to 
deliver on their net-zero commitments, international investors in search of sustainable 
investment, and conscientious consumers. Despite these positive signals, the EU’s future 
climate and industrial leadership is far from being set in stone, and investment could 
easily slow down this year if sufficient progress is not made on key areas:

https://www.cleantechforeurope.com/annual-briefing-2021#download
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Invested in EU Cleantech VC in 2021, 
more than doubling the 2020 record

€ 1 1
billion

2021 was a record year for EU cleantech. 
Will the EU seize climate and industrial leadership?

EU Cleantech VC investment shatters records
• €11 billion were invested in EU cleantech venture capital in 2021, more than doubling the previous 

record, set in 2020 

• Increased growth equity shows the EU is getting serious about scaling up

• EU share of global Cleantech VC now nearing the EU’s global economic weight

E-mobility, hydrogen and heavy industry make up the larger rounds
• Energy storage and EV charging attracted the largest EU investments in 2021

• Hydrogen and heavy industry decarbonisation also received significant investment

• Second-hand marketplaces of electronics and garments are scaling up fast

• Innovative renewables are making a comeback, with new technologies unlocking potential

A shot at climate and industrial leadership. Will we seize it?
• EU policy took the right direction in 2021, with strong climate proposals in the Fit for 55

• But progress is being slowed by incumbent industrial interests and fear of social backlash

• In 2022, key debates on carbon pricing, renewable energy and sustainable finance will impact the 
scale-up agenda – for better or worse

Cleantech for Europe initiative is growing fast to help the EU succeed
• Now uniting 16 EU cleantech venture capital investors representing 300+ innovative companies

• January 12 Cleantech for Europe Summit brings decision-makers together to chart a new path

• Further expansion of Cleantech for Europe in 2022 to raise the voice of innovation

Executive Summary

SEED, VENTURE & GROWTH INVESTMENT IN CLEANTECH, 
EU27, 2017-21
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For these Briefings, we are removing deals pertaining to ride-hailing and direct 
to consumer food sourcing from Cleantech Group numbers, which affects totals
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€11 billion were invested in EU cleantech venture 
capital in 2021

• Venture capital funding for EU cleantech more than doubled in a year, on the back of:

• Increased maturity of cleantech solutions

• Increased commitments from corporate off-takers

• Consumer appetite for cleantech solutions

• Top 10 deals amount to €4.5 billion, showing a few companies are leading the pack (see page 12)

• Lower deal volume than 2020, funds concentrated on a smaller number of companies
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“If Europe wants to lead the climate 
agenda, we need to close the 
investment gap so that European 
start-ups have the resources they 
need to scale.” 

Danijel Visevic
Founding Partner, World Fund



Cleantech VC investment now on par 
with EU’s global economic weight

• Until 2021, EU cleantech suffered from a large scale-up funding gap, attracting only 7% of global growth 

equity funding, compared to 54% for North America and 5% for the UK alone

• This gap seems to be closing, with increased growth equity going to EU companies, thanks to megadeals 

in batteries and the electrification of mobility

• In 2021, the EU attracted close to 14% of overall global cleantech VC, closer to its share of global GDP

• Two of the top ten global deals by investment amount went to EU companies (see slide 12 for details)

• The EU is the region showing fastest year-on-year growth
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“As the funding gap between the US 
and EU cleantech scenes closes, EU 
start-ups can afford to think bigger 
from day one.” 

Fabio Lancellotti
Partner, Aster Capital



Comparing the EU to global peers

• The US remains the undisputed leader in financing cleantech, both in terms 
of number of deals and amounts invested

• China has become a hub for large-scale deployment of cleantech, and is 
showing a strong development of electric vehicles. It boasts the largest deal 
average, at €139 million

• The UK attracts more cleantech VC than any EU Member State, benefitting 
from a dense network of venture capital firms investing at both early and 
growth stages
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UK Cleantech VC investment, 2017-21
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Amounts invested in EU cleantech VC by stage, 2016-21

Seed Series A Series B Growth Equity

Growth equity made huge gains in 2021. 
Will it last?

• Growth equity, previously one of the EU’s main weaknesses in cleantech investment and development, 

accounted for most of the increase in 2021 investment numbers

• This was driven by a few key deals spanning the electrification of mobility (Northvolt, Ionity, Polestar), 

industrial decarbonisation (Sunfire, H2 Green Steel) and circular economy (Back Market, Vinted)

• Structural challenges remain for EU cleantech scale-ups: lack of clear demand signals, strong 

incumbency, fragmented markets, lack of IPO potential

• Upcoming policy such as Taxonomy can make or break scale-up of crucial clean technologies in the race 

to net zero

“The EU Taxonomy can be a game 
changer in redirecting funding 
towards sustainable innovation.”

MEP Sirpa Pietikäinen
Rapporteur Taxonomy Regulation
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EU companies still have limited access to 
public markets

• EU cleantech innovators are increasingly targeted by larger corporates for acquisitions

• Acquisition prices are still much lower than North American counterparts, but trending upwards thanks to 

high demand for decarbonisation

• EU companies are still unable to raise significant money from IPOs or SPACs. Less than 7% of global 

cleantech IPO proceeds were netted by EU companies in 2021

• This inability to raise public funding is also limiting institutional investors’ investment into cleantech, as 

most of their mandates are for publicly-traded equities

“We are in discussions with 
exchanges to foster more 
cleantech IPOs. A couple 
of success stories have shown that 
once listed, even young companies 
can receive investment from 
pension funds.” 

Matias Torrellas, Portfolio Manager, Innoenergy
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Four member states cross the €1 billion threshold, 
more join the race

• For the first time in 2021, annual cleantech VC investment exceeded  €1 billion in four EU Member States

• Thanks to a few megadeals (Northvolt, Polestar, Einride, H2 Green Steel), Sweden is the undisputed 2021 EU cleantech investment leader, both in terms of 

amounts invested, and investment per capita

• Germany, France and the Netherlands are the next three heavyweights in terms of amounts invested in cleantech start-ups over the year 

• Per capita data reveal a more distributed picture, where Lithuania, Ireland, Estonia, Finland, Croatia and Denmark are all seeing sizeable investment in the 

sector. This reinforces our belief that cleantech is an opportunity for all Member States
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The top cleantech VC deals of the year: EU and worldwide

Top Cleantech VC deals – EU27

COMPANY COUNTRY SECTOR DEAL

1 Sweden Batteries for EVs € 2.3 billion

2 Ionity Germany EV Charging € 600 million

3 Sweden Electric Vehicles € 464 million

4 BackMarket France Second-hand marketplace € 283 million

5 Vinted Lithuania Second-hand marketplace € 256 million

6 Germany Solar Rental € 250 million

7 Ve France Second-hand marketplace € 211 million

8 France EV Charging € 203 million

9 Volocopter Germany Electric Aviation € 201 million

10 Sunfire Germany Renewable Hydrogen € 105 million

Top Cleantech VC deals - Worldwide

COMPANY COUNTRY SECTOR DEAL

1 Sweden Batteries for EVs €2.3 billion

1 USA Automation €2.3 billion

3 Rivian USA Electric Vehicles €2.24  billion

4 USA Nuclear Fusion €1.52 billion

5 China Energy Storage €1.35 billion

6 Germany EV Charging €661 million

7 USA Battery Recycling €591 million

8 China Electric Vehicles €527 million

9 UK Energy Distribution €506 million

10 USA Electric Vehicles €506 million

Excluded: deals pertaining to ride-hailing, delivery, direct to consumer food 
sourcing and used car trading



The new funds and top exits of the year: EU

Top new funds and programs

INVESTOR / FUND FUND FOCUS SIZE

BE Catalyst
Partnership with 
European Commission

Accelerate commercial 
viability

€820 million

Inaugural Fund Private Equity €900 million 

World Fund World Fund I Venture Capital €343 million 

Eiffel Essentiel Growth Capital €300 million 

Rubio Impact Fund II Venture Capital €108 million 

Top exits

COMPANY COUNTRY SECTOR EXIT

Spain E-mobility
IPO via SPAC, €1.27 
billion valuation

Netherlands E-mobility
Acquired by 
ChargePoint,  €75 
million 

Germany E-mobility
Acquired by Shell, 
undisclosed amount

Denmark Hydrogen IPO raising €148 million 

France Energy Storage
IPO raising €100 million 
with valuation of €385.8 
million

Finland Advanced Materials
IPO raising €115 million 
with approx. €390 
market cap.

France Hydrogen 
IPO raising €84.6 million 
with approx. €384 
million market cap.

Investment funds and programs focused principally on cleantech, evaluated on size of funds 
raised

IPOs and acquisitions evaluated on size of transaction proceeds



Key sectors attracting investment

Electrification of 
mobility

Batteries

Renewable 
Hydrogen

• Massive amounts of funding going towards building out EV charging infrastructure, as evidenced by Ionity’s €700 million raise from 
BlackRock and automakers, and the joint venture between Daimler, Volvo Group and Traton Group to build out a high-power charging 
network for heavy-duty trucks

• Electric vehicles becoming participants in energy markets and starting to provide grid services through V2G technology

• Northvolt raised largest equity deal of the year and entered into production, others following. Increasing Chinese investment in EU-based 
production capacity

• Lithium technology approaching bankability; VC investment shift towards longer-duration storage technologies and performance 
optimisation software

• Focus on cleaning up supply chain and second-life options to reduce resource usage

• Industry largely supply-centric and needs to scale demand in tandem, steel and cement are key lead markets

• Infrastructure developers and systems integrators taking advantage of hydrogen enthusiasm to list via SPAC (Green Hydrogen Systems, 
Hydrogen Refuelling Solutions)

• Regulatory support for blue hydrogen raises questions on future level of investment into renewable hydrogen

Circular Economy

Steel & Cement

• Action on plastics from the EU plastics Directive and single-use plastic bans driving scaling up of advanced plastic recycling, alternative 
materials. Inclusion of bioplastics in ban may discourage EU innovation

• More resource-efficient circular economy concepts like refill, resale and repair are continuing to achieve commercial scale as circular 
supply chains and logistics are established

• Steel: large-scale projects in hydrogen DRI combined with EAF steel production emerged (H2Green Steel, Hybrit, Arcelor Mittal, Salzgitter 
Steel). Continued carbon capture and utilisation  (Steelanol €150 million JV between ArcelorMittal and Lanzatech)

• Cement: Low and non-clinker cement/concrete products preparing to scale (Ecocem, Betolar). Pilots in breakthrough carbon capture 
technology: (Heidelberg/Calix JV Leilac project)



In 2021, EU policy took steps towards decarbonisation, 
but prioritised incumbency over a new industrial leadership 

EU Policy Signals Tracker

POLICY AREA
POSITIVE IMPACT ON 
CLEANTECH UPDATE
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EU Taxonomy
▪ First global effort to produce a comprehensive categorisation of economic activities and their sustainability
▪ Proposal to label gas as a green transition investment risks polluting “green” and diluting investments into clean alternatives
▪ Numerous clean technologies still missing from eligibility list

Sustainable Finance Disclosure 
Regulation

▪ First effort at improving non-financial disclosure for funds and reducing greenwashing in asset management
▪ Delayed implementation, vague definitions of ESG products and over-use of light ESG credentials

Horizon Europe Budget ▪ Increase of Horizon Europe annual budget by €100m towards funding innovation
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Fit for 55
▪ European Commission proposed a comprehensive plan to reduce emissions by 55% compared by 2030 compared to 1990, a first 

concrete plan by a world major power
▪ Legislative package to be negotiated over the next 12-24 months

Carbon Pricing (EU ETS + CBAM + 
ETD)

▪ Unambitious benchmarks value means old technologies are only competing with themselves instead of disruptive alternatives
▪ Phasing out of free allowances between 2026 and 2035, alongside currently high EU carbon price (€85/TCO2) will provide incentive for 

clean innovation in industrial sectors
▪ Introduction of CBAM will provide incentives for global decarbonisation
▪ Increase of Innovation Fund budget for breakthrough technologies

Renewable Energy Directive (RED 
III)

▪ Higher level of ambition for the overall renewable energy share is needed, along with the introduction of national binding targets to 
scale up innovative renewables

▪ Ambitious targets for renewable hydrogen use in industry

Buildings (EPBD + EED)
▪ High innovation opportunity for renewable heating/cooling technologies and building envelope business models (EPBD)
▪ The proposed 2030 binding EU energy efficiency target provides an innovation opportunity for insulation materials and home energy 

management systems (EED)

Agriculture (CAP + LULUCF)
▪ New Common Agricultural Policy largely maintained subsidies for intensive farming
▪ The future certification of carbon removals provides an opportunity for farmers to get rewarded for adopting sustainable practices

CO2 Standards for cars + 
Alternative Fuel Infrastructure 
Regulation

▪ Clear proposed phase-out of internal combustion engine new car sales by 2035
▪ New provisions to boost the speedy deployment of charging points for electric vehicles

Gas Package
▪ First attempt to establish the world’s first market framework for hydrogen
▪ No specific targets for the phase-out of unabated fossil gas
▪ Unambitious threshold for low-carbon gases including low-carbon hydrogen, proposed GHG emission reduction threshold of 70%
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Macro themes that will impact cleantech

Turbulent energy 
prices in Europe

Increased 
sustainable finance

Food security 
concerns

• Uncertainty over supply of gas will continue to fuel volatility of energy prices. Energy-poor are worst affected by increase in heating costs

• Inflation in the broader economy will be attributed by some to the energy transition

• Will be used as a pretext to slow down climate policy progress

• Strong focus on sustainable finance at COP is pushing institutional investors to seek greater exposure to sustainable finance

• The EU’s SFDR funds classification is providing an imperfect blueprint to direct capital to sustainable activities

• A common framework to evaluate the impact and sustainability of investment portfolios has not yet emerged

• Climate change and pandemic effects leading to price increases. Depleting soil and increased droughts will accelerate the trend

• Urgent need to transition to less carbon-intensive land use and adopt plant-based foods

• Innovation needed in low-carbon fertiliser production 

Pandemic continues

• Building on outcomes of COP 26, pressure on governments by citizens and NGOs is set to increase

• Major publications from the IPCC are expected in early 2022, likely to be covered as increased urgency needed

• Key priorities in global negotiations: phase-out of coal, concrete emission reduction plans going beyond commitments

Post-COP26 pressure 
on governments

• Low economic growth, disparity between vaccine haves and have-nots

• Disrupted global trade: emphasis on supply chain resilience and availability of raw materials

• Reinvention of cities: increased pedestrianisation, open spaces, remote/hybrid working leading to reduced pressure on central zones

Corporates: from 
commitments to 

action

• 2021 was the year of net-zero commitments for large corporates and non-state actors

• These commitments will increasingly be judged against credible roadmaps and early progress

• Carbon tracking, accounting and management tools are set to experience high demand



Estonia-based developer of integrated solar roofing 
solutions.

• Founded in 2016

• €7.3 million Series A funding led by BayWa r.e. 
Energy Ventures in 2021

• Graduate of Beamline Accelerator

• Solution combines traditional Nordic roofing 
material with photovoltaic modules

• Electricity bill reduction pays back installation 
costs several times over lifetime

Sector to watch: innovative renewables

• New sources of renewable electricity generation are essential to replace increasingly expensive 

fossil fuel counterparts, offset intermittency and power new technologies such as green 

hydrogen, e-fuel or clean ammonia and fertiliser production

• Generation technologies including offshore floating wind, innovative solar PV, wave power, 

advanced geothermal and nuclear fusion are at varying stage of development and require 

different levels and forms of support to commercialise

EU INNOVATOR PROFILE

Floating Wind

▪ Unlocks major potential: 80% global 
wind resource located in waters deeper 
than 60 metres

▪ Industry ready to scale following a 
decade of pilots and demonstrations 

Solar PV innovation……

▪ Innovation in new form factors, 
increased efficiency, community rollout

▪ Installer awareness / upskilling, 
consumer education and further price 
reductions needed to increase uptake

Wave Power

▪ Large resource potential, 
complementary generation profile to 
other intermittent generation 

▪ Industry entering early scale-up phase

Nuclear Fusion

▪ Potential to provide always available, 
large-scale distributed energy source

▪ Several private companies aiming to 
demonstrate reactor designs by 2030; 
investment taking place outside the EU

Advanced....  
Geothermal…. ..

▪ Continuous baseload 
power, small land 
footprint compared to 
other renewable 
generation technologies

▪ Early commercial scale, 
opportunities for further 
system technology 
development and 
operational efficiencies 



Netherlands-based provider of advanced flexibility 
solutions 

• Founded in 2015, headquartered in Amsterdam, 
Netherlands

• Raised €5.2 million Series B in March 2021, from 
Rubio Impact Ventures

• Funding will be used to enter new EU markets

• Software + hardware based solution enables real 
time monitoring and balancing of electricity 
supply and demand

Sector to watch: grid flexibility and 
electric vehicles

• As the EU EV market takes off, balancing services are needed for distribution networks to handle 

increased load without need for extensive grid build-out

• Combinations of distributed generation, storage capacity and EV charging / V2G solutions can 

provide increasingly valuable flexibility services. These solutions also compensate intermittency as 

share of renewable generation increases

• Market enabled by ESO/DSO implementation of the 2019 Electricity Directive: inclusion of DER 

participation, dynamic price contracts and rollout of smart metering will continue to drive adoption

EU INNOVATOR PROFILE



Belgium-based developer of a decision support 
tool for farmers to align regenerative agriculture 
practices with farm profitability

• Founded in 2013, investment from Telos 
Impact

• Farmers receive analysis of operations and 
training materials, and are compensated via 
voluntary carbon markets for implementation 
of regenerative farming practices

• Operating in France and Belgium since 2020

Sector to watch: carbon farming

• Europe’s croplands hold high potential for carbon sequestration, which can be unlocked by 

sustainable farming practices. These practices also lead to broader soil health

• Farmers can generate extra revenues from locking carbon in soils and monetising certificates

• Multiple ongoing R&D efforts in soil carbon sequestration, enabled by advances in monitoring 

capability and data tools

• Upcoming EU policy including LULUCF and the legislative proposal on carbon removal 

certification have the potential to provide vital regulatory signals to mobilise private investment in 

this sector

EU INNOVATOR PROFILES

Ireland-based developer of satellite-powered 
carbon monitoring, including in soils

• Raised €844 million in 2021 from The Yield Lab 
and Rockstart

• Looking to solve the problem of large-scale 
monitoring and verification of soil carbon using 
satellite data



EU Policy - what to look for in 2022

January DecemberJune

French Presidency of the EU Council
▪ Announced main focus on carbon pricing (CBAM) and Fit for 55 negotiations 
▪ Strategic autonomy and European R&I

Czech Presidency of the EU Council
▪ Expected to focus on renewables and nuclear energy

Taxonomy 
▪ Review of role for “transition technologies” including gas and nuclear
▪ Scope of activities + alignment criteria for SMEs
▪ New Delegated Acts on water, circular economy, pollution and biodiversity

Fit for 55 negotiations
▪ European Parliament position coming up in February: CBAM, EU ETS, EED
▪ Early stages in the legislative process: LULUCF, CO2 Standards for cars, ETD, EPBD

European Single Access Point
▪ Consolidated ESG data in one place
▪ Voluntary filings by non-listed companies and SMEs, which could help them raise capital

Circular Economy
▪ Legislative proposal on the right to repair
▪ Legislative proposal to restrict the release of microplastics

Agriculture
▪ Legislative proposal on carbon removal certification for negative emissions coming from 

agriculture, forestry and other sources

Access to Capital for SMEs
▪ Legislative proposal to simplify listing requirements and facilitate access to capital for 

SMEs

Council Presidency Negotiations Legislative proposals

Sustainable corporate governance
▪ Legislative proposal to introduce new due diligence rules to curb environmental and labour 

abuses in corporate supply chains

Biodiversity
▪ Legislative proposal on sustainable use of pesticides

Sustainable products initiative
▪ Legislative proposal to ensure that products are more durable, recyclable, and energy-

efficient

Institutional capital in cleantech
▪ Upcoming Delegated Act to facilitate insurers’ participation in long-term equity investments (Solvency II)
▪ Facilitating the mobilisation of capital for long-term projects, such as transport infrastructure, sustainable energy generation (European Long-Term Investment Funds Regulation)

Fit for 55 negotiations
▪ European Parliament and Council positions to be fixed
▪ Trilogue negotiations to start, first idea of what final deals may look like
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Cleantech for Europe – 2021 activities

Bridging the knowledge gap

▪ Published landmark research on cleantech investment 
and identifying a path to EU climate and industrial 
leadership 

▪ Outlined clear action plans for 5 sectors where the EU 
could take the lead:

▪ Green hydrogen

▪ Green Steel

▪ Sustainable Aviation

▪ Low-carbon construction materials

▪ Carbon Farming

▪ Presented findings to hundreds of EU and Member States 
policymakers

▪ Produced quarterly briefings to keep cleantech and policy 
communities abreast of progress

Read our Publications

https://www.cleantechforeurope.com/publications


Cleantech for Europe – 2021 activities

16 of the EU’s top cleantech Venture Capital and growth funds joined the initiative 
to raise the voice of cleantech in the public debate

France Estonia Germany Belgium France

Germany France Czechia Spain Germany

Denmark Netherlands Netherlands Netherlands Sweden

Germany



Cleantech for Europe – 2021 activities

First response to a public consultation 

▪ The VC group’s first response to a public consultation laid 
out the need to for the Taxonomy to be fit for cleantech 
innovation, and was covered by Politico

▪ Key proposals include the inclusion of enabling 
technologies, and easier alignment for start-ups

First innovator op-ed

▪ As Horizon Europe budget risked being negotiated down, 
Cleantech for Europe mobilised innovators to share how 
the program helped them build their companies

▪ Cleantech for Europe’s first guest op-ed by Starke Energy 
played a role in not only protecting, but increasing by 
€100m Horizon Europe budget

Read the Response

Read the Op-ed

https://www.cleantechforeurope.com/blog-posts/making-the-eu-taxonomy-fit-for-cleantech-innovation
https://www.cleantechforeurope.com/blog-posts/empower-next-generation-of-clean-energy-innovators-horizon-europe


Cleantech for Europe - What’s in store for 2022

Continue to inform the ecosystem on cleantech and policy

▪ Deep-dive into topics like EU funding instruments

▪ Quarterly Briefings tracking the progress of EU cleantech

▪ Cleantech explainers

▪ Policy positions 

Engage the whole ecosystem to raise the voice of cleantech

▪ Grow our VC Group to include representation from all corners 
of the EU

▪ Launch new stakeholder groups including for innovative 
companies and large asset managers

▪ Provide forums for policymakers to discuss how to scale EU 
clean technologies

▪ Continue to build bridges between cleantech leaders and 
policymakers

Activities in Member States

▪ New activities to provide research and support the scale-up of 
cleantech in Member States

Cleantech for Europe Summits

▪ The leading forum where the cleantech and policy 
communities meet to chart a new path for the EU

▪ Meets three times per year

Watch the Jan 12 
Summit

https://www.cleantechforeurope.com/summit
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